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CORSO 
ALIGNERS ELEVATION
Da giovedì 11 a sabato 13 luglio 2024Clinica 3D Ortodontist
Lausanne, SvizzeraMaster di terapia con allineatori trasparenti
dalla biomeccanica al finishing
Il corso è adatto a tutti i livelli di esperienza con allineatori

Prenota ora il tuo posto con 300 euro di sconto 
fino al 15.04.2024
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The 3D Orthodontist


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nulla ac dolor ut neque porttitor efficitur sollicitudin .



LUIS HUANCA
The 3D Orthodontist

You smile, I smile 😁

Highlight
Proin fringilla leo sed efficitur dictum.
ras suscipit nisi quis tincidunt finibus. Duis venenatis volutpat tellus, sed rutrum felis fringilla id. Pellentesque vitae nisl vel lectus fermentum eleifend in id nibh. Cras egestas viverra sapien, sed posuere quam vestibulum eget. Maecenas et mauris in sapien imperdiet hendrerit. Duis interdum felis et hendrerit consectetur. Proin justo magna, lacinia at tristique facilisis, pellentesque ac est. Praesent pretium ante cursus sem gravida,
Learn more
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Phasellus id dolor placerat, imperdiet sem id, scelerisque odio.
Cras egestas viverra sapien, sed posuere quam vestibulum eget. Maecenas et mauris in sapien imperdiet hendrerit
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Doctor
Problem solving into the most mathematical branch of dentistry
I got my Dental Degree in 2006 in Milan and I followed my studies specializing in Ortrthodontics in 2009. I ended my study pathway in 2012 achieving a PhD with a main focus on 3D imaging. I worked in Italy as the head of the orthodontic department of three hospitals in the area of Bergamo, where I was born and raised, and also in the dental office of my father. Since 2013 I live in Lausanne, that I elected to be the place where I want to raise up my family. After a couple years working in the community dental service of Lausanne, I opened my practice in Epalinges, at the terminal station of the metro line (M Croisettes).
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Father
Discover our beautiful planet as a family
I am married with a wonderful woman, named Samjhana, who I met in Nepal some years ago. She brought so much happiness in my life! We are married since 2016. In 2018 we became parents of our first little baby, Giulian that fills with joy the walls of our place in Lausanne.We love to travel and with Samjhana we regularly travel to Nepal, where she still has part of her family. We have been together in more than 30 country around the world and we are looking forward to discover our beautiful planet as a family.
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Speaker
Teaching and sharing
I love to lecture and to share my passion for orthodontics. I feel privileged into loving so much what I do and I am always willing to improve my skills, but also to give back by teaching to students in the university and colleagues. I am often invited to give lectures in universities and at conferences all over the world.I serve as a researcher in the University of Geneva, also teaching to postgraduate residents. I regularly contribute to the advancement of knowledge in our field by authoring papers on the main international orthodontic journals.
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Runner
Run in each moment of my free time
I love to run in each moment of my free time as it makes me feel in contact with the nature. I love to run along the shores of the Lac du Leman and crossing the vineyards of Lavaux in our beautiful Switzerland.When I can arrange longer breaks I love to climb mountains as highest possible. While dreaming of the Everest, I achieved to summit Mt Blanc and Matterhorn in the Alps, some peaks of more than five housand meters in Nepal, and Mt Aconcagua (6’962) in Argentine maybe the highest “hike” that you can reach without being an alpinist.
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Where
Find me in Lausanne 




Lausanne
Centre Dentaire du Lausanne
More


Lausanne, VD

Chemin de la Bérée 4A
CH - 1010 Lausanne
T: +41 21 331 80 80






Lausanne
3D Orthodontist
More


3d Orthodontist, Lausanne

Chemin de la Bérée 4A
CH - 1010 Lausanne
T: +41 21 558 80 80
Whatsapp: +41 77 999 60 03






Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Our Centres 
version 2

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin at dui vitae arcu suscipit interdum scelerisque at ante. Praesent lobortis nec orci in dignissim. Cras ultrices semper eleifend. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
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Centre Dentaire du Biopole


Lausanne, VD
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Address street, City 12345
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Highlight
Experience the power of code. Without writing it
The power of CSS grid — in a completely visual canvas. Start building with grid in Webflow today. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat.
Learn more
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Build CSS grid–powered layouts visually
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Design and develop at the same time
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Invisalign
Invisalign is one of the most sophisticated systems available that can straighten your teeth in a virtually invisible and aesthetically pleasing way. The Invisalign system uses polyurethane, a transparent plastic that allows for a certain level of elasticity. This elasticity allows the teeth to shift little by little from their initial position of misalignment to the proper position. The extent of this shift depends more or less on the extent of the initial misalignment.The procedure is done in stages, each stage corresponding to a different aligner. The total duration of the treatment can vary from 2 months to 2 years, depending on the patient.

Comfortable
After a short adaptation period, Invisalign is without a doubt the most comfortable device available on the market.

Invisible
Almost undetectable, Invisalign adapts to the lifestyle of each patient. Giving great flexibility to its wearer, it is particularly recommended for adults.

Hygienic
Invisalign is ideal from a hygienic point of view because it does not involve any change in your daily life: a simple brushing of the teeth is enough.

Removable
Because Invisalign is removable, no food residue is left on the teeth. As a result, patients can eat whatever they want, unlike those who wear braces.






Invisalign Lausanne
Aligners Course (in Italian)
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Do you have a question about orthodontic appliances?

How are they made?
How do they work?
Find out more by visiting my YouTube channel


		





How to remove a digital born appliance

A little guide on how to remove a digital born appliance, starring Niccolò as "the patient".






		





Forsus How To - Setting dell'arco torque e intrusione

Come impostare l'arco di torque e intrusione per controllare il torque degli incisivi superiori e di conseguenza l'overjet





		





Intraoral scanner - How does it work?

How do we scan? Here's how practically an intraoralscan works. It takes a few seconds to complete the scan of one arch (no more than one minute unless very special situations).





		





Come prendere un morso di costruzione digitale con il Trios di 3Shape

Come prendere un morso di costruzione con lo scanner? Basta adattare il metodo classico del morso di costruzione e fare un mini-jig anteriore che trasmetta al tecnico la posizione virtuale delle due arcate. Il tecnico non fa altro che colmare lo spazio virtuale (come se fosse già montato in articolatore) con la resina dell’apparecchio di Classe II #takeiteasy #3dorthodontics #3dorthodontist
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Come impostare l'arco di torque e intrusione per controllare il torque degli incisivi superiori e di conseguenza l'overjet
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Do you have a question about orthodontic appliances?

How are they made?
How do they work?
Find out more by visiting my YouTube channel
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Apparecchi Funzionali Mobili
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Estrazione premolari (ortodonzia fissa)
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Intraoral scanner - How does it work?
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In case you missed anything.
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Nulla facilisi. Aliquam erat volutpat. Aenean et consequat dolor. Morbi mauris dolor, aliquet eu magna eu, tincidunt tempor turpis. Fusce condimentum sapien in porttitor accumsan. Cras a sem at arcu fringilla pharetra. Donec non dignissim justo, et convallis massa. 
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The Stories
Our Testimonials
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Alba
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Ever since I was a little girl, I have always had alignment problems with me teeth. I tried the classic braces, the kind with metal brackets, but they were just too visible during school and too uncomfortable when I tried to talk with them on, so I never wore them. Time passed, and I didn’t plan on undergoing new treatment because braces just always seemed to too ugly and constraining. Then, some friends of mine told me about the advantages of Invisalign, and I started to think about the possibility of trying again. I have to say that not one day has gone by when I didn’t tell myself: “I made the right decision.”With Invisalign, I never had difficulties in my professional or private relationships. I always felt at ease. I almost forgot I was wearing the aligners because they’re transparent and so easy to put on. The switch to the next aligner after each phase was very quick, and after one year of treatment I still can’t believe the results and this smile that I got in return.Whenever someone asks me about the effectiveness of Invisalign, I always have positive things to say.




Chantal
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I never imagined that I could have a beautiful smile one day.Then I discovered Invisalign, and my dream became a reality.Without too much effort and after two and a half years of treatment, I can honestly say that my teeth are now where they should be. I feel good about it and wonder why I’d waited so long to do what needed to be done.The Invisalign system corrects the alignment of your teeth in a discreet and effective way. I always felt very comfortable wearing the aligners, which are very easy to put on.My orthodontist was always attentive to my needs and knew how to reassure me when I had my doubts. I’m grateful to him because the knowledge of a specialist is essential for successful treatment.As a finishing touch to my transformation, I had my teeth whitened, and now I can’t stop myself from admiring my smile in the mirror every day.




Lindsey
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For as long as I can remember, I have always covered up my smile, so whenever I’d laugh, I’d have to muffle it and couldn’t just laugh naturally. It made me feel uncomfortable.Invisalign gave me back my confidence, and today I can laugh out loud without any embarrassment.I feel better about myself now, and I’m proud to show off my teeth. A smile is the most beautiful expression of happiness. Thanks to Invisalign, I can express my happiness in this way every day.
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News

Read about my experience as a 3D orthodontist, covering topics from intraoral scanners use to customized appliances.
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07 - My first Insignia case
June 10, 2021

Today I would like to break the series of theoretical post with a purely clinical one, sharing my first case with Insignia, the customized vestibular braces system that I chose for my practice - not that many alternatives are on the market as it’s the only one at present =)As with any new appliance that I use, I selected an easy case to start with

Clinical Case
Vestibular Braces
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06 - Tailor-made orthodontics?
June 10, 2021

When we think about clothes, we basically all agree that custom/tailor made clothes are in general of superior quality with respect to the average boutique S / M / L / XL size dress. This does not mean that we cannot properly dress with standard clothes, but we are aware that a tailor-made suit that fits correctly at any part of the body, after the tailor have carefully measured all of them, will probably look better on us rather than a standard suit.

Philosophy
Vestibular Braces
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18 - Brace Reminder: a patient call-to-action free App
June 10, 2021

In a busy world, with insane schedules and lot of things to remember, iPhone* reminders are pretty useful to remember what to do and when to do it. This is why I decided to develop an App dedicated to orthodontic patients to remind them or the parent

Marketing
Philosophy
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12 - David and Goliath: a battle we can win?
June 10, 2021

The recent manufacturer media campaign has been interpreted as an insult to our profession, marginalizing the role of the orthodontist. This has caused a strong and justified emotional reaction, and after a few weeks of online discussion and official positions taken by the CAO and AAO, the first concrete media reactions have arrived. These videos are the first official response, with the aim of educating the public.
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